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As our Vice-Chairman exclaimed, “There is no greater 
joy than driving a Single Wheeler!” Just look at the smile 
on his face as he puffs, puffs, and puffs along! 
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From the Editor 

No excuse, this edition is a little late but we hope it is worth it. 

I think we can see that our Chairman’s first season has been a 
success. His quiet hand has guided the club forward and there 
are improvements to both the infrastructure and the club’s mo-
rale. We have welcomed some new members and reacquainted 
with some old ones. We have enjoyed a sound running season 
upon which the future of the club depends. The unswerving ser-
vice from the stalwart station staff, Bill, Ron and Ted deserves a 
mention as they worked through sun and storm supported by 
the many other members who take their turn from time to time. 

But, we are still a club of two halves. One half runs the trains, 
tends the gardens, does the maintenance, make bits that move 
the locos and keep us going but there seems to be the other half 
who we never see. It is easy to use the old excuse of communi-
cation but sometimes there are glaring examples. Why did we 
have only six members at Exbury for this important occasion? 
Why was it not prominent in the Club Diary and knowing we do 
not have a Programme Secretary why was it not put into the 
newsletter? The answer is simple it was not communicated effec-
tively. The lesson is to write it down on a bit of paper and send it 
to the newsletter! 

It has been suggested in the past that we are unfriendly and 
boring. That might have been, but in any event it is history now. 
Judging from the comments of our recent visitors, they thor-
oughly enjoyed themselves and found us quite as pleasant as 
one could wish. We have an interesting programme coming up 
and an important year coming up. Let’s get these two halves to-
gether so we can enjoy our club, hobby and friends together as 
one. 
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CLUB DIARY 

Before getting to the club diary, our Chairman Steve and I have 
cobbled this together so that we have a series of events to look 
forward to during the winter season and to have a programme 
that might be of interest to those members who might stay away 
as “it all looks too boring!” So you will have to forgive a few 
comments as we go along to explain and sell you on our pro-
gramme. 

Worth mentioning also that a volunteer to be the Programme 
Secretary would be most welcome. The work load is minimal, 
one just needs to be able to find something of interest about six 
months in advance! So, here we go . . .  

 

October 2 Passenger hauling 1 pm to 4 pm. 

October 9  Passenger hauling 1 pm to 4 pm 

October 12 Regular monthly meeting. This the first of this 
winter season at the CIU club and the Chairman 
is still searching for someone with something 
interesting to tell us! 
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October 16 Passenger hauling 1 pm to 4 pm. 

October 23 Passenger hauling 1 pm to 4 pm. Last running 
session this season! 

October 30 Clocks go back (spring forward- fall back) 

November 9 A Picture Show (with trains you have never seen 
before). Fortunately the CIU has an over head 
projection system so this will be in living colour. 

December 14 Xmas meeting for members and spouses/ part-
ners with a finger buffet organised by our Cater-
ing Manger. We will have a speaker with a sub-
ject of equal interest for all and it will not be on 
trains!! Actually our speaker will be the past Cu-
rator of the Maritime Museum and this will be 
interesting. To be followed by a little Xmas cele-
bration. 

2012 To be confirmed in the December newsletter. 

January 01 Frostbite.  Our catering manager is sure to have 
something delightful to give us! 

January 11 No subject yet but we seem to have a ‘bits and 
pieces’ evening around this time?? 

February 8 Tentatively booked Malcolm High to talk about 
”Model Engineers Lasers” and perhaps CAD etc. 
Plans are afoot to invite other clubs to join us 

March 14 AGM and something else perhaps 

March 25 Running season opens 

April 21/22 SSME Open Day with 50 locos for 50 years to 
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the opening of 
the raised track. Possibly an evening BBQ and 
general merrymaking! 

Later 2012 The 100th anniversary of the club itself occurs 
this year and we think the Chairman plans an-
other celebration later in the year. 

 

Chairman’s Comments 

The evenings are drawing in and as the end of the running sea-
son is not too far off, it might be opportune to record some of 
the club’s accomplishments this season. Of the thirty-three run-
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ning days so far we have been rained off twice. It seems like 
many more but on one occasion devoted members ran in the 
rain and hauled 69 passengers. Well done team! So far we have 
hauled over 6,500 passengers and we have seen 39 different 
locos doing the work. Members of fourteen different clubs have 
run on our tracks this season and we have seen locos in 3½”, 5” 
and 7¼” as well as various traction engines and a steam lorry or 
two. All that is missing is a few steam launches on the river! 
Events included the “Frostbite”, “April Open Weekend Rally”, 
“Electric Day” and “No Trains Day”. And all this was accom-
plished by a small group of devoted members who turn out regu-
larly. Just think what we could do if that majority of silent and 
often absent members came out to join us. Perhaps we will see 
more of you next year. 

The Treasurer and I seem to be doing three or four jobs. As ‘one 
volunteer is worth ten pressed men’ as they say, we would be 
happy if members could volunteer to do the Social Secretary role 
or the News Letter Editor and in the not too distant future a web 
master will be sought. 

For the approaching winter season, we have booked the meeting 
room at the CIU Club on the corner and have a skeleton social 
programme. We are sure there are members out there who are 
interesting and have interesting things to talk about so please do 
share these with us. 

Look forward, 2012 is an important year for us. We will celebrate 
50 years for the raised track and it appears it is also the 100th 
anniversary of the club itself. We will need ideas and plans to 
make the best of these. My ambition for 2012 is to foster more 
interclub running and visits both here and there!! 

  

Committee Activity 

A Committee meeting was held in July and we hope to provide a 
summary in the next news letter when the minutes arrive. 

 

Boiler Testing 
I think we have done this one enough this year! 
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Track Jobs List 
The dreaded list does not go away! This list is much shorter of 
course. Join your colleagues if you are minded to help. 
- 5” gauge track renewal project. 
- 5” gauge track alignment (on going) 
- Repair bricks in 7 1/4” turntable.  
- Expansion joints for the 7 1/4” track. 

Breaking News – Club House painted 

Ron Blizzard, decorator extraordinaire has asked that a special 
mention be given to his artistic associates, Jerry, Allan’s wife 
Barbara and to Paul’s daughter Amy who have all worked their 
fingers to the bone. And a splendid job they have done. Barbara 
(Titley) even has a shelf in the kitchen and was heard to ex-
claim, will wonders never cease! 

Club Directory 

Our Chairman committed himself to contacting every member to 
find out what information, if any, they would like in the Direc-
tory. He reports that this work continues and he is in the closing 
stages of it. He hopes to have the first issue available sometime 
in the autumn. 

Web Site and Web Master 

Someone mentioned to me the other day that there seems not 
to be an entry in the Model Engineer about our regular meetings. 
I thought they were pulling my leg until their earnest look con-
vinced me they were serious. I had to avoid commenting that we 
have moved on. 

If one has a look at the Model Engineering Clearing House 
http://www.modeleng.org/ one finds almost 200 Model Engi-
neering Societies, their websites and key information. Somewhat 
similarly, Station Road Steam lists all the societies that they can 
find and we are on that list. We are conspicuous as one of a 
handful that do not have websites and are therefore still in the 
“Puffing Billy” age of steam before superheating, cabs for the 
drivers and a website. In the 21st century the web is the way to 
find out what is going on and for example you can read the Sep-
tember newsletter produced by the Crawley Society – good read 
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too! 

More importantly if we are to achieve our chairman’s aim next 
year to have a little more interclub activity, we will have to ar-
range this by the web and email. I have received a couple of 
newsletters by email and pretty soon sending out papers copies 
will be a thing of the past. Do not be alarmed if you do not have 
a computer, you will get you paper copy as long as you want it, 
of course. 

So with the blessing of your Chairman, your Editor has acquired, 
the princely sum of £15 a year, the domain name 
www.southamptonsme.org. All we need now is a web savvy vol-
unteer. 

Your SSME needs a WEBMASTER 

 

Club Clothing 

We had hoped to get some sprightly young models to wear the 
club clothing line but none was unavailable for the photo shoot 
so this is just a reminder that Molly Giles is taking orders if you 
wish to partake. Caps, polo shirts, sweat shirts and a fleece or 
two! 

Apologies 

Last edition, we gave John an extra “i” in his name – sorry John 
Gardner. 

And can you imagine anyone 
calling this fine engine an Ivatt 
Class 2. We did, apologies Mick. 
We are told this is a BR Standard 
Class 2MT and the name we 
should have used was “Riddles”! 
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Out and About  

“Brian Collyers 7¼” GNR 2-8-0 Helps the 

Gloucestershire Warwickshire Steam Railway” 

By Steve Titley 

Tom Hubble from the Echills 
Wood 7¼” railway contacted 
me and asked if Brian and I 
could bring a standard gauge 
loco to the Gala Weekend of 
18/19 June.  This was to be a 
fund raising event for the 
Gloucester Warwickshire 
Railway “Landslip Ap-
peal”.  The GWR is literally 
broken into two parts be-
cause the embankment col-
lapsed at “Chicken Curve” 
just north of Winchcombe 
Station.  Guest locos were 
invited from Southampton to 
Glasgow. 

Brian and I drove up early on 
Saturday morning to the 
Echills Wood track. We 
unloaded the engine and 
were in steam by mid morn-
ing. Also at Echills Wood were John and Audrey Bayes from Win-
chester with their “Black Five”. 

On Saturday we were given three sit-on coaches to pull and on 
Sunday we were given four. Peter Waterman, Chairman of GWR 
and now Honorary Member of Echills Wood paid us a visit to try 
and boost advertising on Saturday. In all there were forty loco’s 
attending and 1,500 passengers were carried.  The final grand 
total raised was £3,000. An enjoyable and hard working week-
end had by all. 
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Exbury Exhibition 

On the weekend of August 13-14, the club was invited to Exbury 
to put on an exhibition in their loco shed. Six club members and 
two working members attended Saturday and Sunday and two 
further members helped to pack away on Sunday.  On display 
was a variety of members loco’s, traction engines and stationary 
engines.  This weekend was the tenth anniversary of the opening 
of the railway.  There were two visiting engines as well as Ex-
bury’s in steam.  Mr Leo performed the naming ceremony on one 
of the visiting engines, it was to be called “Black Beauty”.  High-
light of the weekend was a train being pulled by five loco’s, one 
of which was driven by David Giles. The Club would like to thank 
the members involved for all their hard work and help in making 
this event a success for our HONORARY PATRON. 

 

Guildford  

It had been a long time since I had been to Guildford, many 
years ago there seemed to be a whole gang of SSME members 
there but this year I think there were three of us, John Lloyd, 
Dave Finn and myself. John had his gorgeous ‘Spam Can’, Dave 
his B1 and the good old Princess was my companion. 

It is all a bit hectic at Guildford although I was aware that John 
had a problem with something and I think Dave had a good run 
other than worrying about injectors (who doesn’t). I double 
headed with a very nice chap with a Stirling Single and while he 
was very pleasant I found myself in the supercilious position of 
being better at it than he was. (I hope he never sees this news-
letter!) He could not start his single slowly and gently, it was 
stop or flat out so he slipped a lot. The first day was a bit of a 
disaster but we survived with a push or two but on the second 
day it seemed to get worse even though the Princess was behav-
ing divinely and pushing him up the famous hill. We even man-
aged to lift the rear of his driving truck off the rail and had to 
stop and put him back on. All good fun in the scheme of things. 

The real joy of Guildford is the wonderfully relaxed evenings. 
John Lloyd had his “Union Castle” running just fine and we joined 
him in the  1st Class Pullman for a run as he hauled the “Golden 
Arrow” or was it the “Ocean Castle” boat train to Southampton. 
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The grandchildren were in their 
pyjamas, we all had a lovely 
glass of vintage white wine and 
sailed effortlessly along the track 
to our destination, in the boys’ 
case, the tent for bed. 

What a happy driver he is! 

 

 

And Dave was going well that 
evening. 

 

 

 

 

 

Guildford, Isle of Wight 

and Gilling            by David Goyder 

There was an allusion to a tent in the previous item and indeed 
there was a tent. What is the connection between a tent Guild-
ford and Gilling? It all started with my 70th birthday in May. We 
had so many visitors from Canada that we slept a few nights in 
my workshop, after a lot of hoovering. So suddenly the idea was 
mooted, lets go camping at Guildford and then in Yorkshire for 
the Autumn Bank Holiday at Gilling! Yes dear. So the idea was 
born. 

Camping at Guildford was very successful especially as we took 
the two grandchildren aged 5 and 4 (and took their Mother). The 
kids loved it, we met lots of interesting people and sat up late 
with John, Dave, Les Pritchard and all the wives around a camp-
fire chatting away and imbibing! 

The trains ran well and everything was idyllic, wasn’t camping 
fun. 

In an unrelated way the IOW just confirmed what great fun play-
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ing with trains really is. We took the 
boys for a week and used a friend’s 
cottage. On Wednesday we went to 
the IOW track and the atmosphere 
was very friendly and welcoming. I 
have to say the IOW club is very 
hospitable and warm. Even the 
Charlie took the boys for go. 

 

This now brings us forward to the 
expectations of a warm and pleas-
ant stay in North Yorkshire watching 
the boys play trains over the Au-
tumn Bank Holiday. We left the Mother at home this time, her 
mobile phone going beep, beep, beep, drove my wife bonkers. 
The boys did well on a long trip and we checked into the Leeds 
Holiday Inn where they had a nice swimming pool. 

The next day we were only an hour from West Gilling where we 
could pitch our tent for five days of bliss. The sky was a bit grey 
but then this is Bronte Country. We arrived – what an idyllic set-
ting - could not be more perfect. And there below us was this 
superb railway with signals and stations, marshalling yards and 
signal boxes, just like the real thing. 

We found an idea place to pitch the tent and moved the car for 
unloading. Perhaps our front wheels getting stuck in a six inch 
deep rut of mud should have been a portent but we carried on. 
We unloaded the car, unpacked the tent and the heavens 
opened. It was 11 am! This was not rain, this was buckets full. I 
was soaked in ten seconds while my dear wife cowered under an 
umbrella giving orders. The tent got up, the sleeping arrange-
ments settled and the paraphernalia that one camps with in-
stalled. Everyone was in the tent and dry. And the sun came out. 
I took the loco down to the engine area to unload. The heavens 
opened again. Once the engine was put away and one had 
walked the track to get to know the road it was getting on and 
victualling was required and that meant a restaurant. 

That night it rained all night and two little boys crept into their 
grandparent’s bed (blow up rubber thing) and we ended up on 
the floor of the tent and the little darlings slept soundly. 
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Saturday dawned with a hint of sunshine and surely all the rain 
had fallen by that point. I was booked on a local from Middlebor-
ough to York leaving at 10:40 and I had to go and find my train 
at the ‘Erimus’ yard. But first one had to get out of the shed. At 
the appointed hour you were released off shed and put onto a 
connecting road to the main line. The signal dropped and off I 
went to the next signal about twenty feet away. There I had to 
wait for the signal in the other direction. I had to look backwards 
and tend the engine in front. The signal dropped. Blast! The en-
gine was still in forward gear so I had to wind the blasted thing 
into reverse to go around to the yard. And there in front of me 
they had stopped the express with a bloody great pacific and 
fourteen coaches just for me. Everybody looking and very red 
faced (Crimson Lake actually), I proceeded backwards along the 
mainline and soon was over one crossover and then the second 
and safely into the Erimus Yard. The switches went over, the ex-
presses roared by and the driver of one smiled as if to say ‘not 
bad the first time’ and I awaited my train. 

The Yardmaster came over and said, “What are you”. After con-
sidering telling him of the virtues of Midland Singles and the bril-
liance of S W Johnson and how most engines had far too many 
wheels (especially as one of those great grey Gresley goods 
things with lots of wheels was puffing by with an endless stream 
of wagons) I choose to tell him I was the 10:40 Middlesbrough 
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to York local. Two coaches or three, you’re new aren’t you? Yes 
Sir!! Two went on plus two vans and I sat watching the signal.  

At precisely 10:40, the signal dropped, the points were set and 
off I went. I might add that I went off very slowly, no slipping on 
my first trip and the engine sounded marvellous. There were 
some half dozen people with movies cameras and all I could say 
was Southampton Society!!! The road is quite varied with gradi-
ents up, and down, lots of signals and some good stretches to 
get going. All went well and I was going a good scale 60 mph 
from time to time. After about 45 minutes or so I was taken 
across to the other side of the running lines into a yard and told 
‘thank you that’s it.’ I put my train into a siding and was told to 
wait. 

After about five minutes I was coupled to another engine and we 
ran light into the engine shed and allowed to relax. It looks sim-
ple`. It is anything but simple and this gave me a new under-
standing of what it might have been like in the real railway. It is 
a completely different experience to doing the roundabout earn-
ing a few pounds for the club at Riverside; it is demanding and 
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requires all your attention. A Spad at Gilling is treated just as 
seriously as it would be at Paddington. 

Meanwhile Janie had discovered that our tent was actually on a 
small spring and that was why it was so squelchy under foot. 
She had taken refuge with the ladies in the hall serving tea and 
coffee. She had also brought along some jars of homemade 
damson jam which was the perfect bribe to keep her warm. 

I was just avoiding divorce and getting ready for my next turn 
(notice the correct railway parlance) and the heavens opened 
again but this time double the previous day’s down pour. The 
railway actually stopped and everyone ran for cover. Torrents of 
water ran off the slopes or everything and it was just wet. I 
missed my next assignment and for all I know it could have been 
the Royal Train (Singles do that sort of thing you know!!) 

My next turn went uneventfully. One’s mind now turned toward 
the domestic scene and then the sun came out and we had a 
BBQ. It was lovely although the sleeping orders were out. You 
can sleep with the boys, I am sleeping alone in their compart-
ment and you can get kicked out of bed. The only problem was 
that it was cold that night. I had two little bed warmers and 
Janie was fully clothed in a sleeping bag and frozen. 

Breakfast was largely concerned with which hotel I was to take 
her to that night or “ . . .do I take the car and you can walk 
home.” But how do I get the engine and the Grandchildren 
home . . . that is your problem!!!!!! 

I ran that day in the morning. The line was busy and we had 
quite a lot of signal checks. A man was taking videos just by the 
signal that had stopped me so I had to get away without a slip. 
On being given the road I started as slowly and gently as I could 
and got away just fine. After a few yards I got greedy and tried 
to open up a bit with the inevitable slip so back to the slow chug 
chug up the hill.  There was one speed that stretch of track and 
it was slowly. The photographer sent me a copy of the video and 
it is quite instructive as what one can and cannot do! 

Lots more was going on up at Gilling but the important thing for 
my future railway activities was to be in a warm hotel with a 
happy wife that evening! 

Gilling is aptly named; it is thrilling and adds a magnificent di-
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mension to this hobby of ours. Not only do the members make 
their locos but they manufacture rolling stock ands all the other 
paraphernalia that makes a railway go. The people are from all 
over the country and very friendly and welcoming. It is fraternity 
within the greater model engineering world and I would recom-
mend anyone to try it. I am going back if they will have me! 

 

Bedford Rally September 3-4th   

by Barbara and Steve Titley 

Steve and I decided to have a break from DIY in the house in 
Portsmouth.  We travelled up to Bedford on the Thursday after-
noon to make it a long weekend.  The track is called Summer-
fields and is near Old Warden which is off the A1 at Biggles-
wade.  Steve took the 7¼ Gresley with us which Brian so kindly 
let us borrow.  It’s always admired and the colour was the topic 
of conversation for a while.  Friday was a welcoming day and 
Saturday a fun day.   
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Sunday is a public running day and unfortunately the weather 
was so bad that it was called off.  So as we had relatives nearby 
at Everton we paid them a visit earlier than planned. We left 
Summerfields Monday morning for home - even though Sunday 
was rained off we still had a lovely weekend. 

 

Bournemouth visits Southampton by Merlin Biddlecombe 

On Sunday 18th September David Finn with his 5” B1, Barry 
Singer and myself with the Bournemouth Society’s 5” Maid of 
Kent came up to the Southampton Society’s track to take part in 
the passenger running, so I must start by saying on behalf of the 
three of us a big thank you to all the Southampton Members who 
gave us help. We had a very enjoyable afternoon other than two 
very hard downpours of rain having to reverse back into the 
shelter of the trees just before the station. Both engines be-
haved, nice company, what better way to spend a Sunday after-
noon. 

Yes, that is rain visible in the picture! 
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 and Dave Finn’s B1 at speed. 

 

 

 

(Ed: And all of us at SSME thank you coming and we must do it 
again) 

Isle of Wight Visitor 

Just last weekend we had a visitor from the Isle of Wight Club 
Robert Scott-Roberts and his lovely B1. 
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VINTAGE TRANSPORT IN THE ISLE OF MAN 
 
A one hour flight from Southampton brought us to this Island in 
the Irish Sea for a four day visit with an historic transport 
theme. 
 
The first morning started with a short coastal cruise from Doug-
las aboard the MV Karina. The master gave an entertaining com-
mentary outlining the development of the port at Douglas, the 
vessels and the huge amounts of ferry traffic it handled during 
the heyday of the Island as a holiday destination. We continued 
along the spectacular coast to Laxey, where our transport for the 
day was waiting. These two ancient Bedford OB buses took us on 
a tour over the mountain roads in beautiful weather. The route 
was taxing for the old vehicles but they coped … just! Or so it 
seemed. At least the drivers were enjoying the challenge! We 
stopped at the Curraghs Wildlife Park where the Orchid Line 
miniature railway had trains arranged for our party. 
 
Continuing around the Island we reached Laxey again. Laxey 
Glen was a mining area where zinc and silver bearing lead were 
extracted. First the Great Laxey Mine Railway  
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took us through a tunnel to reach the path leading to the Laxey 
Wheel, also known as “The Lady Isabella”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The wheel dates from 1854 and served to pump water from the 
mines as deep as 1500 feet. A rod driven by the crank extends 
over a long masonry structure resembling a viaduct. The mine 
pumps were driven by the reciprocating motion of the rod. Water 
driving the wheel is supplied through an underground pipe from 
a spring fed reservoir higher up the valley, rising through a 
tower at the side of the wheel.  The wheel diameter is 72ft 6in, 
width 6 feet and it revolves at just over two times a minute. 
There is a smaller second wheel which has been restored and 
installed nearby. It originally came from workings further up the 
glen and had also seen service in Cornwall. 
 
Next we came to the Groundle Glen Railway. Once abandoned 
but now fully restored and operated by volunteers this 2ft. gauge 
line runs for three quarters of a mile along a shelf in the steep 
side of the glen, emerging onto a cliff top terminus. The line was 
originally provided to take visitors to a zoo located here, some 
remains of the zoo enclosures can still be seen. Two locos were 
in steam.  
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They are named “Sea Lion” and “Polar Bear” as those were the 
animals once to be seen in the zoo. 
 
Returning to Douglas at the end of a full day the buses finally 
took us up to Douglas Head overlooking the harbour and town. 
Although the old buses seemed primitive by today’s standards 
they and their drivers had performed well and were a reminder 
of travel in days 
gone by. 
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The following days took in amongst other things the Manx Elec-
tric Railway and the Isle of Man Steam Railway which I will write 
about in another edition. I have given only the briefest of de-
scriptions here, but lots more detailed information can be found 
on the internet. 
 
Peter Cleare. 

 

Caption Competition 

A large lump of the best Yorkshire coal goes to the winner of the 
best caption for this picture; just what are they saying to each 
other? Answers to the Editor please, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The contest will be judged by the Chairman and his chosen panel 
of judges. Winners published in the next issue. Prize Giving at 
Christmas. 
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Engineers Stores  

Bill Richards is the society’s engineers store keeper and has a stock of useful 
items. These include, 

Item Price/Pkt  Item Price/Pkt 

10 BA HEX   £1.95   5 BA HEX   £3.70 

10 BA       £1.30   5 BA       £3.05 

 8 BA   HEX £4.25   5 BA  CSK  £1.40 

 8 BA       £0.65   5 BA CSK   £0.70 

 8 BA   CSK £1.50   4 BA       £0.85 

 7 BA   HEX £3.22   2 BA   HEX £3.30 

 7 BA       £1.10  3/32” x 3/4 £0.40 

 7 BA  6 BA HEX £4.00  1/8”  x 3/4 £1.00 

6 BA HEX   £4.00  S/S         £0.15 

 6 BA       £0.85  Silver solder   £1.70 

 

What is this?  

The person who can identify this will win a pint sized 

prize! 
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 Tony Hoile 01489 877 07977 266 799  
Committee Member (Member at Large)   
 Ron Blizard 01794 367 891  07974 042 245      
Boiler Testers  { Paul Clarke  02380 495 125  07818 296 148 
  { David Giles  023 8089 2565 07802 396 665  
  { Steve Titley   01329 282 314   
  { John Gardiner 023 8078 3079  

 

 

And in case we forget, it was a wet 
Sunday that day wasn't it!! 
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  for personal benefit and fulfilment. 

An extract from “Locomotive Engine Driving” A 

Practical Manual for Engineers in Charge of Lo-
comotive Engines By Michael Reynolds pub-

lished by Crosby Lockwood, London 1888 

 

“I love,” says Elihu Burritt, writing about the locomotive 

engine, “to see one of these huge creatures, with sinews of 
brass and muscles of iron, strut forth from his stable and, 

saluting the train of cars with a dozen sonorous puffs from 
his iron nostrils, fall back gently into his harness. 

“There he stands champering and foaming upon the iron 

track, his great heart a furnace of glowing coals, his lym-
phatic blood boiling within his veins, the strength of a 

thousand horses nerving his sinews, he pants to be gone. 
He would drag St Peter’s across the desert of Sahara if he 
could be hitched on.” 

This is  a fortunate hours for locomotive drivers, for on all 
great railway lines, most of the engines attached to swift 

and important trains are, in design and workmanship, the 
best that have been placed upon the metals. 

The book goes on to describe these fine engines by Mr W 
Stroudley, Mr John Ramsbottom, Mr Patrick Stirling and Mr 
S W Johnson. Oh, that we were there! 

 

 

 

 


